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It doesn't really have a designated character, so I chose the one I thought it most likely resembled. ^.^
Have fun!
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1 - Downpour

It pours outside;
Down falls the rain.
A steady beat
As energy drains,
And I feel the pain
Rising in my chest.
I don't know why
I can't explain
It's just there
Pain throbbing pain.
It's been there as long
As I can remember.
Listening to the rain,
Dripping,
Dropping,
Plipping,
Plopping,
Down onto the ground
Creating a steady beat.
Down it comes,
Down, down down,
Until it hits the earth
With a "thud" on the ground.
Hundreds upon hundreds,
Thousands upon thousands,
Of little water droplets
Thudding on the ground.
I feel the pain
Rising in my chest.
I don't know why
I can't explain.
It's just there.
Listening to the rain,
The rain,
Rain. . .
Wait, that's not rain
That's the sound of my tears
Thudding on the ground.
Rising in my chest,
My breath is gone.
I can no longer live.
So goodbye, sweet rain,



My only companion in the night.
Goodbye, sweet tears,
Who kept me company.
Goodbye, sweet life,
You were good to me.
Goodbye, sweet love,
I am now just a memory.

*

A/N - Yeah, this could relate to a lot of different characters, so. . . I didn't pick one! Please review and tell
me who YOU thought I was referring to! Yay! Reviews! I live on them! ::breathes in reviews and then
eats one:: Yummy. Flame. ::grabs another flame and eats it:: As you can see, all are welcome! Feel free
to check out my other fics if you enjoyed this one! ^.^
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